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Jeff Baum Inducted into the
Wisconsin Aviation Hall of Fame

Wisconsin Aviation President/CEO
Jeff Baum (left) receives honorary
plaque from WAHF Board Member
Charles Swain.

On the evening of October 26,
2013, at the EAA Museum in
Oshkosh, Wisconsin, Jeff Baum
President/CEO of Wisconsin
Aviation, Inc., joined a prestigious
group of people by being inducted
into the Wisconsin Aviation Hall
of Fame (WAHF). Prior to this
ceremony, the WAHF in its past 27
years has inducted 113 individuals,
notables such as General Billy
Mitchell, Steve Wittman, and
others. Each was for recognition
for their contribution to aviation,
either as war heroes or civilian
entrepreneurs. Jeff was recognized
for his commitment to growing
aviation and level of service given
by Wisconsin Aviation to the flying
community.

Jeff graduated in 1975 from the University of Wisconsin-Whitewater with
a master’s degree in business administration. He served as Assistant to
the Chancellor at the University of Wisconsin-Whitewater from 19751979. He also taught finance there in the College of Business from 19761983. His first business endeavor was in 1981—establishing Wisconsin
Aviation Activities, Inc., in Watertown, Wisconsin, which later became
known as Wisconsin Aviation, Inc.
Jeff Baum is one of Wisconsin’s most
successful aviation entrepreneurs and business
operators—and has been for the past 32 years.
This is evident in the success obtained at
Continued next page

A View
from Our
President
Great Organizations Doing Great Things
On the 26th of October, I had the distinct honor, privilege, and
wonderful experience of being inducted into the Wisconsin Aviation
Hall of Fame (WAHF). What a thrill, what a neat event, what great
people, and what a great organization that works so hard to preserve,
protect, respect, and enhance the fascinating aviation heritage that has
come out of Wisconsin! I will be forever grateful to Rose and John
Dorcey and the fine folks who make up the WAHF Board for what they
do and what they did for me.
Speaking of being grateful, I have to salute the people who made
this event possible: the great employees of Wisconsin Aviation, past
and present, that have done so much to make me look good. Their
dedication to aviation, aviation safety, customer service, and to getting
the job done is what landed me in the Hall of Fame. My hat is off to
them along with my sincere thanks.
I would like to extend a special thanks to employee Don Winkler,
who worked so hard on the nomination process to get me in, and
to WAHF Board Member Chuck Swain, who introduced me at the
induction event.
In my acceptance speech, I did mention how remiss we as an
industry are in telling our story and telling what an incredibly rewarding
career one can have in aviation in general—and general aviation in
particular. The things one can experience, the machines we can fly or
work on, the places we can go, the wonderful people we meet—well,
there’s just nothing else like it on earth. It’s time our secret is out and
we spread the word.
The airplanes are really cool, but the people, our customers, our
colleagues, and our industry coworkers are what really make the choice
of this career truly special. And it goes without saying, thanks to you,
our customers, for making everything we do possible.
My heartfelt gratitude also goes to Avfuel Corporation, our longtime
fuel supplier, who very generously donated a scholarship in my name to
WAHF so that deserving young people get a little help in obtaining their
special place in aviation. What a great organization!
The event took place in another special arena, the EAA
Museum—just another reminder of what great things can come out of
good people working toward a good cause. Interested in learning more
about the Wisconsin Aviation Hall of Fame? Check out their website at
WisconsinAviationHallOfFame.org or call Rose at 920-385-1483.
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Safety Matters

Plenty to Go-Around

Wisconsin Aviation, which has grown from just three employees to become the Midwest’s
premier full-service provider of general aviation services including charter, flight training,
aircraft rental, aircraft sales, maintenance, avionics, interiors, and line services, with
locations at the Dane County Regional Airport (KMSN) in Madison, Watertown Municipal
Airport (KRYV), and Dodge County Airport (KUNU) in Juneau.

Al Whitaker, Wisconsin Aviation’s
legal counsel since its inception (left),
congratulates WAHF inductee Jeff Baum.

Jeff has served on numerous state and national aviation boards: NATA (National Air
Transportation Association), WATA (Wisconsin Aviation Trades Association), WBAA
(Wisconsin Business Aviation Association), GAME (General Aviation Marketing
Expansion), Learn to Fly Promotional Team, Governor’s Aviation Finance Advisory
Committee, and ACSF (Air Charter Safety Foundation) as a founder and its current
chairman. Jeff is also a member of the FBO 20 Group, a presidents’ council of FBOs, and
serves as board chairman of UW Health Partners, Watertown Regional Medical Center.
Through his leadership, Wisconsin Aviation has received numerous local and regional
awards, as well as national recognition for outstanding service. For his achievements in
Wisconsin’s aviation industry, Jeff was named “Business Person of the Year” (1988, 1997)
by the Wisconsin Aviation Trades Association and “Aviation Person of the Year” (2003) by
the Wisconsin Airport Management Association. For the past five years, Wisconsin Aviation
has been awarded as one the “Best Air Charter Companies” in Wisconsin by Corporate
Report’s “Best of Wisconsin Business Awards.” In 2002 when, under Jeff’s direction,
Madison’s old WPA (Works Project Administration) general aviation terminal was
transformed into its current $2.5 million state-of-the-art facility, impressive development
evolved to now make it the home of several local and national corporations’
aviation facilities.
Needless to say, we employees here at Wisconsin Aviation are proud of Jeff and his success
over the past 32 years and are looking forward to the upcoming challenges to our industry,
knowing that Wisconsin Aviation will continue to grow under his leadership.
Don Winkler
Public Affairs & Media, MSN

Make sure you are comfortable with the procedure before going
solo or completing your aircraft checkout. Another nice aspect
to go-around practice is that it’s essentially the same set of tasks
as stall recoveries and can be rehearsed at altitude: Pitch for
airspeed while applying full power; climb and gradually clean up
the flaps and gear.

A key piece of advice we give those readying for their Private
Pilot checkrides is: Go around as many times as you need to for
the desired approach and landing.
Why do we say this? Two reasons. First, it helps dispel an early
misconception pilot candidates have that the practical test is
about giving you one shot to make that touchdown, whether it’s
crosswind or short-field or anything else you’re being evaluated
for. That’s not the case at all. It’s about seeing that you can fly
safely and proficiently, including properly correcting mistakes
and dealing with the unexpected. If you doubt you will make
the desired outcome happen, abort. Go around until you safely
make the target or you determine that conditions are unsafe,
and execute your alternative (another runway or airport as
appropriate). If anything else, such as traffic conflicts, causes
you to doubt a safe outcome, go around. This will make for a
successful test.
Second, this is real-life flying advice that should instill an
essential mindset in all pilots: always be ready to abort your
landing, and never hesitate to do so. Go-arounds can occur for
any reason, at any point in the pattern or landing phases, and
even after touchdown. Some pilots develop the bad habit of
trying not to go around, and eventually one of them pushes it too
far. So, make go-arounds a routine habit, keeping in mind:
• The earlier the better. If your approach is sub-standard, your
landing will likely end up the same. Don’t keep going and
find yourself in a low-speed, low-altitude abort with half the
runway behind you when you could have flown a safer goaround on final at 200 feet.
• Fly the airplane. Don’t think about the radios, air traffic
control, or anything outside of the immediate task until you
are ready. There’s no need to announce or ask for a goaround; just do it. Avoid other objects while doing so and
stay calm.

Jeff Baum (left) poses with Don Winkler,
Wisconsin Aviation employee responsible
for Jeff’s nomination to the WAHF.

• Never get yourself into a situation where you can’t
comfortably fly one or even multiple go-arounds. This
means landing well before bad weather, low fuel, etc.,
remove the go-around as an option.

The specific go-around procedure will vary by airplane, but
generally, achieving takeoff power (full throttle in most cases)
followed by a pitch change to Vx (best angle of climb speed)
will be the first steps and the ones done most quickly. Sometimes
this means raising the nose; sometimes it means lowering it.
Sometimes, conditions will require you to level the nose first and
maintain that until you have enough speed to climb.
Then, look for a positive rate of climb and accelerate to Vy
when appropriate. If you have full flaps when you go around, be
cautious about retracting them too quickly as you could start a
descent. You might need to retract one notch or 10° at this point
to improve the climb. You might also need to take out some of
that nose-up trim you had for landing, so on top of everything
else the go-around can be busy. If you can’t get to the trim right
away when adding full power, deal with it rather than sacrificing
stability or control.
When it’s time to work your way back for another approach, be
confident that you can always give it another go.
Fly safe!

Elaine Kauh
CFII, RYV

App of the Quarter
FlightPlan – Pilot’s Toolbox
Check weather, airports and
complete your navigation log
in one app with FlightPlan.
Replace your E6B with this
app, which will convert units
as well as calculate numbers
including ground speed, wind
correction, and fuel burn—the
key components to any crosscountry flight. Available on
iTunes and Google Play.
http://www.myflyingcareer.com
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Combined Training: A Student
and Instructor’s Journey

The Largest and Heaviest Aircraft
to Land on an Aircraft Carrier

Most of my students have pretty limited objectives. They want
to obtain a private certificate, gain some additional training,
or receive an IFR rating. The exception is Cory Kramschuster,
a 14-year-old who knew that he wanted to be a professional
pilot and to solo by his 16th birthday. Also, because new rules
allowed us to integrate his training, Cory would train for private
and instrument certificates concurrently by his 17th birthday.

came out to cheer him on from Madison’s ramp. As promised,
Cory and I started working on his IFR lessons with a review of
the private maneuvers intermingled. He was doing great with
the IFR world—and even remarked how it was easier than
VFR since the rules were set up for IFR. As Cory continued his
solo flying to meet private certificate requirements, we started
working on more advanced IFR maneuvers.

Cory, his mother, and I spoke about his goals and options after
his first flight. He wanted to become an airline pilot and start
immediately. I was concerned about stretching the private
certificate over three years because it would require more
repetitious review and certainly money, but we started lessons
regardless. Cory began training in 2010, and like the majority of
my teenage students, he was unable to see over the instrument
panel and was shy with radio communication. However, because
he had not yet driven a car, the rudder pedals were easy. Also in
Cory’s favor was the fact that he was accustomed to studying
and had wonderful hand-eye coordination. Although we planned
for lessons once a month, Cory was quickly mastering skills
and came more frequently. We finished his presolo studies by
his 15th birthday and skipped the solo, continuing to his crosscountries in 2011.

In June of 2012, the FAA rule change was published which
stated, “Applicants for a combined private pilot certificate with
instrument rating, in accordance with 14 CFR part 61, section
61.65 (a) and (g), must pass all areas designated in the Private
Pilot PTS and the Instrument Rating PTS.” This meant that Cory
and I could now train for his instrument full speed. We worked
on IFR cross-country skills with approaches at nearby area
airports so each lesson was still challenging. As we approached
2013, we started longer country planning and needed to increase
his PIC time for the IFR requirements (which he would have
to do as solo), but Wisconsin winter weather is not always
cooperative. When we approached 2013 and his 17th birthday,
we still needed PIC cross-country hours for the instrument
part of the test, so Cory opted to do only the private checkride,
finishing the instrument with his commercial training.

I knew Cory would soon become bored with repeat lessons on
already-mastered maneuvers, so at the end of 2011, I approached
Cory and his mother about instrument training. I knew he could
take on the new challenges of the IFR world, and because he was
aviation career-bound, he would need the training. I worried,
though, that he would confuse the two areas of study during the
checkride and would have poor external cockpit abilities that are
necessary for the commercial certificate. We decided to continue,
but I gave Cory the responsibility of working on private
maneuvers while we worked on the IFR after his 16th birthday.
In late 2011, the rules began changing about a combined private
and instrument course, and although we had not started the
cross-training yet, it was now possible after
the solo.

Unfortunately, we had two setbacks to our training: Cory had
other obligations and funding issues. Cory took some training
breaks with school and church activities and worked, too. This
required lessons to be repeated, increasing costs. When he did
fly, he flew several long lessons at a time. Cory did apply for
some scholarships which offset the training costs.

In 2012 Cory, more than ready to solo, took the controls alone
for the first time. He had great weather conditions, and his family
4
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Although we did not have a combined checkride, Cory’s zealous
drive for his career is inspiring. He discovered his passion early
and acted on his intuition to study aeronautics, which is difficult
to find in most 14-year-olds. Cory and I have combined some
of his commercial cross-country requirements and IFR training
to continue his path as he now nears graduation and college
preparation for studies in aviation.
Tina Hartlaub
CFI, MSN

For those of us who love aviation and especially airplanes,
certain airplanes stand out in our minds—some because of
their looks, some because of their speed or maneuverability,
but some stand out because their overall capabilities just make
them a great plane. One such airplane is the C130 Hercules.
For those of you who may not be familiar with this aircraft, the
Lockheed C-130 Hercules is a four-engine turboprop military
transport aircraft designed and built originally by Lockheed
in the early 1950s. This aircraft is remarkable in many ways,
not the least of which is its adaptability. Because the basic
airframe is so versatile, it has been modified to hundreds of
different configurations to meet an ever-changing environment
and mission requirement. Because of this, the “Herc,” still in
production today, has the longest continuous production run
of any military aircraft in history. In 2007, the C-130 became
the fifth aircraft—after the English Electric Canberra, Boeing
B-52 Stratofortress, Tupolev Tu-95, and Boeing KC-135
Stratotanker—to mark 50 years of continuous use with its
original primary customer, in this case, the United States Air
Force. The C-130 is also the only military aircraft to remain in
continuous production for 50 years with its original customer.
The current production model, the C-130J Super Hercules, is
still in production today.

?

Did You
Know

“Look ma,
no hook.”
came to a complete stop within 267 feet of touchdown, and at
maximum load, the plane used only 745 feet for takeoff. The
Navy concluded that with the C-130 Hercules, it would be
possible to lift 25,000 pounds of cargo 2,500 miles and land
it on an aircraft carrier. If you look carefully under the side
number (798) on the big “Herc’s” nose, you will see “Look ma,
no hook.” The pilot was LT James Flatley III, USN (pictured
below). Before taking the controls of the big “Herc,” Lt.
Flatley, a carrier-based combat pilot for most of his career, had
never flown a multi-engine aircraft. James Flatley retired in
1987 as Vice Admiral James Flatley III. Admiral Flatley was
the son of Rear Admiral James “Jimmy” Flatley, a native of
Green Bay, Wisconsin, and graduate of St. Norbert College.
KC-130F, 149798, rests in the Naval Air Museum at NAS
Pensacola.
A great video of the operation can be seen at: http://defensetech.
org/2011/11/09/pic-of-the-day-c-130-flies-off-a-carrier/

However, the most striking of its
accomplishments occurred in October of 1963
when VR1 KC-130F (BuNo 149798) made 21
unarrested (without the aid of a tailhook and
cable as most other planes require) landings
and takeoffs on the USS Forrestal, setting the
record for the largest and heaviest aircraft
to land on an aircraft carrier. The tests were
conducted in the North Atlantic 500 miles off
the coast of Massachusetts and were more
than successful. At 85,000 pounds, the C-130F
WisconsinAviation.com
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No ramp fees—we prefer to earn your business.

• Service available 24/7
• Competetive fuel pricing
• On-field maintenance/avionics
• Small-town hospitality
• Planeside car service
• Rental car/hotel reservations

Our one-of-a-kind service starts
when you’re still five miles out
with a warm welcome and
weather advisory.

“Welcome to Madison”

• Adequate runways for business jets
• DCA Gateway FBO (MSN)
• Transient hangar availability
• Conference rooms
• Courtesy cars/pilot lounge
• Catering service

“Welcome to Watertown”

“Welcome to Juneau”

32 years of experience serving the aviation community!
Let us make all your flying experiences pleasant memories!

800-594-5359 (MSN)

800-657-0761 (RYV)

800-319-0907 (UNU)

CustomerService@WisconsinAviation.com
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ATTENTION!

Cirrus SR20 & SR22, Piper PA-46 Matrix & Mirage,
Cessna 182, and Beechcraft Bonanza Owners
Avidyne’s DFC90 gives you the precision of an

attitude-based flight control system plus Avidyne’s innovative,
safety-enhancing Envelope Protection (EP®) capability.

The DFC90 has all the standard vertical and lateral modes of a turbine-class autopilot system, including Flight Director (FD), Altitude
Hold (ALT), Airspeed Hold (IAS), Vertical Speed Hold (VS), Heading (HDG), and Navigation (NAV, APPR, LOC/GS, GPSS). In
addition, if you upgrade from the S-TEC 55X, you will notice several major performance and feature improvements including:

EP® - Avidyne’s Envelope Protection: This feature dynamically controls the
flight of the aircraft to prevent autopilot-induced stalls and overspeeds when the
autopilot is engaged.

Avidyne PFD + DSC90

A Visit with
the AME

The potential for age-related cognitive decline is a concern for
most pilots as we age. As of the end of 2010, approximately
10% of all pilots were 65 years of age or older, and a large
number were over age 80. Older pilots often have a great deal of
experience and knowledge accumulated through years of flying.
Accident records indicate that older pilots are generally safe
pilots, and age alone shows only a weak correlation with flight
performance.

Dr. Terry Turke is an FAA Senior Aviation Medical Examiner
(AME) located in Watertown, Wisconsin (920-261-2020).

Age and genetic predisposition are the most significant risk
factors for the development of dementia. Slight cognitive decline
is normal with aging, whereas dementia represents cognitive and
behavioral issues severe enough to impair normal function.

Increased experience is associated with better flight performance
in older pilots. Therefore, it is prudent for all of us to pursue
ongoing, lifelong training.

I am not aware of anything that has been proven to slow the
onset of cognitive decline. However, staying active physically
and mentally is important. Maintaining a healthy lifestyle—
including eating a healthy diet, exercising regularly, not
smoking, maintaining a normal weight, and treating diseases
such as hypertension and diabetes—is important for our health
in general and may well have a beneficial effect on cognitive
decline.

Attitude-Based Operation: Giving you greatly improved stability by using
attitude data to control the autopilot inner control loops. This is particularly
evident and important when tracking an ILS to minimums in windy conditions.

EA® - Avidyne’s Envelope Alerting: EA® constantly calculates available lift
and speed margins providing visual and aural warnings to the pilot when the
aircraft is nearing its normal flight parameters, even when the autopilot is off.

Cognitive Decline and
the Aging Pilot

Dr. Terry Turke

Ask the AME

Have questions about your medical or about the human factors
associated with flying? Send them to: Talewinds@WisconsinAviation.
com or mail to Wisconsin Aviation Talewinds • 1741 River Drive •
Watertown, WI 53094

Aspen PFD + DSC90

“Straight & Level” Button: When activated, the S&L mode immediately
attempts a recovery from unusual attitudes. It is an emergency recourse but also a pilot fallback mode for everyday use.
Indicated Airspeed Hold (IAS): New vertical mode includes a dedicated airspeed knob and a new airspeed bug on the PFD which
provides constant-speed flight-level changes.
Plug-N-Play Compatibility for S-TEC 55X Autopilots: DFC90 will utilize existing servos, brackets, wiring, and trays to
minimize installation cost and time.
Approaches are a breeze with the DFC90. The enhanced flight director capability of the DFC90 is vastly improved and greatly enhances
your ability to hand-fly approaches. With the DFC90, turns are commanded with a spin of the heading knob. In other words, you can
make the autopilot do a right-hand 270-degree turn if you spin the heading knob right 270 degrees. The ALT mode contains a “baroinertial” altitude and vertical speed estimator, enabling captures without overshoot with no porpoising, and accurate control even in
turns. WAAS and ILS approaches can be executed without “hunting” from even extreme capture angles even under conditions of high
crosswind and shear.
STCs (Supplemental Type Certificates) have been issued for installation of the DFC90 in Cirrus SR20 & SR22, Piper PA-46 Matrix &
Mirage, Cessna 182, and Beechcraft Bonanza aircraft.

SA
LE
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Avidyne is offering its DFC90 Autopilot, including the PFD Release 8 software upgrade and Mod 55 hardware upgrade, for $9,995 for
Cirrus owners with FlexCare Extended Warranty. This promotion represents a savings of $3,895-$5,395, depending on current PFD
configuration. The FlySafe+Plus $500 rebate can be applied to this promotion as well. Promotions end December 31, 2013.

For more information and a quote, contact Wisconsin Aviation’s avionics department at 800-594-5359 or
Avionics@WisconsinAviation.com.

Pictured left to right: Cessna 182, Cirrus, Beechcraft Bonanza
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Badger Honor Flight Raises $3,000 with
Good Music, Good Dancing, and Good Times
Over 165 attendees joined together on Saturday, September
21, for a noteworthy cause at the Badger Honor Flight Hangar
Dance hosted for the first time by Wisconsin Aviation’s Dodge
County facility in Juneau. The Ladies Must Swing orchestra
kept the evening hopping with great jazz music from the 1940s.
The evening resulted in raising $3000, which will fund six
veterans on Honor Flights.

ensure that WWII and terminally ill veterans from any war have
the opportunity to see the memorials that have been erected in
their honor. The Honor Flight Network provides all amenities
to the veterans, including all transportation, meals, and lodging.
Everything is free to the veterans out of respect for what they
have sacrificed for this great country already. The only money
veterans need is if they want to buy a souvenir for themselves.

Badger Honor Flight is a regional affiliate of the national Honor
Flight Network. The purpose of the Honor Flight Network is to

A similar event was recently hosted by Wisconsin Aviation’s
Madison/Dane County facility on July 27.
WisconsinAviation.com
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Aviation Medical Examiner Now on Site at MSN
Meet AME Dave Flanders

Some of you may have
already met Dave Flanders,
MD, who has an office in
our Madison facility.
Dr. Flanders was raised in
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, and
attended the University
of Iowa from which he
received his bachelor’s
degree. He also was
awarded an MD from the
University of Iowa College
of Medicine. His postgraduate training in Anatomic and Clinical Pathology was done
at the University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics in Iowa City. He
then practiced hospital-based pathology in Illinois for the next
27 years.

Congratulations,
Superstars!
The individuals listed below have achieved solo
status or obtained the certificates or ratings shown
since the previous issue of Talewinds.

Solo Status

Charlie Geib (RYV)
Scott Harman (RYV)
Kevin Jones (MSN)
Mike Pelletier (MSN)
Jody Schutte (RYV)
Jason Scott (UNU)
Grace Stauffacher (MSN)
Zach Weaver (RYV)
Bill Westrate (RYV)

Certificates & Ratings
Private
Tyler Bayles (RYV)
Jim Bungener (MSN)
Paul Feaster (MSN)
Scott Harman (RYV)
Matt Schroeder (RYV)
Instrument
Jeremy Johnson (UNU)

His introduction to flight was a bit unusual in that his primary
training was in gliders in the mid-1990’s. He didn’t take
up powered flight until 2006 when he purchased his Piper
Archer II and earned a Private Pilot Certificate followed by an
Instrument Rating. After retiring from the active practice of
pathology at the beginning of 2011, he combined his interests
in aviation and medicine by pursuing FAA designation as an
AME in November 2011. He then practiced aviation medicine
in Peoria, Illinois, until relocating to Madison in September
2012. He opened his AME office at Wisconsin Aviation, Dane
County Regional Airport (KMSN), at the beginning of 2013.
He currently offers second- and third-class FAA medical
certification exams by appointment. Pilots interested in
aeromedical consultation or in scheduling an exam may contact
him by email at pathdoc@me.com or by telephone at
(608) 268-5502.

Sold!!
Congratulations to the
Following Aircraft Buyers:
Dave from Olympia, WA
2001 Cessna T206H
Ronald from Waukesha, WI
1979 Cessna 421C
Mark from Orem, UT
1974 Cessna 414

Needed…
Pilots to Fly
Jumpers!
If you have a commercial pilot
certificate and a total of 500 hours and
would like to build your hours, you can fly
for time with the Seven Hills Skydivers. If
interested, call Greg Porter @ 608-712-2544 or
Don Woods @ 920-319-0377.
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Aircraft for Sale

1980 Piper PA-28-236 Dakota (N8183X): Garmin GTN 650! Aspen Evolution 1000 Pro EDF! Garmin
Aera 796 with XM Weather! 406 ELT, Autocontrol IIIB, Clean! New leather seats! Maintained by
Wisconsin Aviation since 1991! $92,500

1979 Piper Navajo Panther (N3519S): 7760 TT, 15 SMOH, 15 SPOH, full Panther conversion to 350hp
with the latest Garmin avionics including new 750 touchscreen, GNS 430, and GDL69 XM, known ice,
new carpet. Offers being accepted! PRICED FOR A QUICK SALE at $299,999!

1981 Piper Archer II (N8363Z): 5670 TT, 1970 SMOH, September annual, Collins IFR, Century 21
autopilot, 406 ELT, nice paint & interior, standby vacuum. PRICED FOR A QUICK SALE at $42,500!

1975 Cessna A185F Skywagon (N4663C): 2045 TT, 565 SMOH, September 2013 annual, 300hp IO520D with high-70 compressions, Fluidyne 4000 retractable skis & tail ski, dual nav/coms, 1463 lbs. useful
load, hangared in Midwest since new, same owner since 1987! PRICE REDUCED to $131,500!

1979 Cessna 310R (N2638Y): 9415 TT, 1100 SMOH, 1100 SPOH, rare 203-gal fuel, Garmin 430W, HSI,
color radar, factory-certified for known ice, hangared in Midwest. PRICE REDUCED to $104,500!

2006 Cirrus SR22-GTS (N708ES): 1700 TTSN, 140 SMOH, Avidyne FliteMax Entegra glass cockpit,
dual Garmin 430s, 55X AP, stormscope, Skywatch, XM Weather, TKS, Terrain, charts-capable, fresh
annual with sale. Leaseback to Wisconsin Aviation wanted! $269,000

1975 Cessna Citation 500 (N501GB): 12,900 TT, 1090 SMOH, fresh Phase 1-5 completed 03/12.
Turnkey! RVSM compliant, 135 current, thrust reversers, updated Garmin panel, beautiful paint & interior,
NDH, new lead acid battery. Nicest 500 on the market! $675,000 / Open to Offers!

1979 Piper Navajo (N56ND): 6700 TT, 680/860 SMOH, Full Panther Conversion, 4-blade Q-tip props,
winglets, VGs, known ice, A/C, oxygen, GNS530, KFC200 autopilot with flight director & HSI, radar,
professionally flown, operated & maintained. $305,000

1978 Piper Aztec F (N51ME): 9100 TT, 105/1200 SMOH, Bendix radar, dual NavComs with glideslope
& HSI, Altimatic X autopilot, Tanis engine heaters, fresh annual with sale, buyer financing available.
Price reduced to $72,500/trade!

1956 Pilatus P3-03 (N303G): 2900 TT, 700 SMOH, 150 SPOH, fresh annual with sale, full gyro panels front
& back, Garmin GTX320A transponder, PS Engineering PM501 intercom, dual coms, refurbished seats (2006).
$68,500

More Aircraft Available - Visit our website to view complete inventory!
For full specifications and photos, visit our website at WisconsinAviation.com.
Partner with Wisconsin Aviation and take advantage of our proven brokerage process. Our detailed listings and thorough aircraft reviews attract buyers from all over the
world and give them confidence to take action! As one of the Midwest’s largest aircraft brokers and a leader in the aviation industry, we are equipped to provide you with
maximum exposure and expertise guidance in the sale of your aircraft. Whether you are looking to sell, upgrade, or purchase an aircraft, contact our sales team to find
out how we can make your next transaction smooth and seamless.
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Watertown, WI 53094
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What’s Around the Corner
Nov 23

MSN – IFR Refresher Clinic – Saturday, 10am-1pm ($65)

Dec 7

MSN – VFR Refresher Clinic – Saturday, 10am-1pm ($65)

Dec 7

UNU – iPad/ForeFlight Class – Saturday, 1-3pm

Dec 14

UNU – IFR Refresher Clinic – Saturday, 9am-Noon ($65)

Jan 11

UNU – Private Pilot Ground School – Saturdays thru March 29, 9am-Noon ($225)

Jan 14

UNU – Instrument Ground School – Tuesdays thru April 1, 6-9pm ($225)

TBA

RYV – Private Pilot Ground School – Available in January. Date to be determined.

TBA

RYV – Instrument Ground School – Available in January. Date to be determined.

Classes are subject to minimum student enrollment; pre-registration is required. Dates and times are
subject to change. For more details, visit our website at WisconsinAviation.com or email us at
WisAv@WisconsinAviation.com.
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